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Fast simplified Monte Carlo
proton dose algorithm.
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MC dose algorithm
I MC is for verification purposes
I Large overhead and independent of TPS
I Low-level implementation in TPS (Astroid)
I Portable (CPU/GPU - multithreading)
I Ultra-simplified
I Ultra fast, yet accurate (heterogeneities)
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Model - geometry
At the voxel level
ρ, Stopping power ratio (HU), Volume
I Initial state
(Ei , xi , yi , zi , ui , vi ,wi ;E0)
I Scattering




(Eo, xo, yo, zo, uo, vo,wo;E0)
I Particle-by-particle with one
variable⇒ Ultra-simplified MC!
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Model - scattering




TdMdx ≈ TdMi × L (rad
2),
with
























where θ is the average scattering angle, x the distance along the track in cm, L the particle path length, p1v1 is the
initial product of proton momentum and speed in MeV, pv is the same at the point of interest, Es = 15.0 MeV, and
Xs = 46.88 cm.
I Azimuthal angle→ only variable
I Halo effect independent of ρ, % of initial histories
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Model - dose deposition



















f (X)dX ≈ ρL
f (X2) + f (X1)
2
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Results - peak
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Results - sigma
I No initial spread
I Single spot 8 mm σ
I 6 cm uniform field
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Results - heterogeneities
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Conclusion
I Implementation of an ultra simplified/fast MC for proton dose calculations
I low-level, and portable
I Future work:
I Benchmarking (dose + speed) vs PBA and MC - TOPAS (GEANT4)
I Multithreading (existent) + GPU implementation
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